Mark Venue Oval 7 and Race 1 on bet slip to play JACKPOT QUICKMIX 1

FREE TAB SHEET (A) - © PGE www.tabonline.co.za

Phumelela TAB mark venue oval 7 and race 1

*** JACKPOT QUICKMIX 1 - 6 APRIL 2021

Leg 1 Jackpot Quickmix 1 Gloucester Park

11:20 THE FLOOR YOU’RE SEARCHING FOR AT CHOICES FLOORING APG 2YO FG BULLION HEAT

MS PACE (SKY1) C-CLASS (MV) Sand Stake: R73 800 1730m

1 BRAMANTE STEPS 2Brh M A Lindsay 1 D Jepson-Green 2517 5G17
2 MISS SASBY 2Brh M G Breman 3 B K Smith 4 P W Watson 3B16 4G17
3 PLEASE NOT TONIGHT 2Brh S J De Campo 3 A F De Campo First Run
4 TAKING THE MIKI 2Brh R A O’Leven 4 C D Visk 1N17 1G17 3G17
5 WONDERFUL TO FLY 2Brh S R Young 5 S R Young 3P16 2G17 1P16
6 EXTRAORDINARY MARY 2Brh J A Hayman 6 S J Suvita 1G17 2G17 1G17

BETTING: 7-4 BRAMANTE STEPS; 3-1 WONDERFUL TO FLY; 7-2 EXTRAORDINARY MARY; 9-2 TAKING THE MIKI
PREVIEW COMMENT: 1 BRAMANTE STEPS: 5 WONDERFUL TO FLY: 6 EXTRAORDINARY MARY: 4 TAKING THE MIKI.

Leg 2 Jackpot Quickmix 1 Mildura

11:30 TENDERPRINT AUSTRALIA CUP (1ST HEAT)

(C-CLASS) Sand Stake: R68 880 2190m

1 WAITING LA 4Chc R M Hynes* 1 R M Hynes 1G22 4S25 3G18
2 FIRST AND ERST 6Blm K L Tippett 2 K L Tippett 3M02 7W02 4G17
3 CEE CEE IN AMERICA 5Blm G R Norman 3 K E Moore 4S21 1C21 5M17
4 THE DEFANT 7Bh A J Dunn 4 A J Dunn 1M17 5M17 5D20
5 HEREHECOMES 6Bh S J O’Donougho 5 H K Bailey 4K02 7W02 6E21
6 CARLAS MACH 4Bc E J Street 5 K M Gath 2K21 1B17 6M17

SECOND ROW

7 YOUNG ROOSTER 5Bh R W Jack 1 D K Douglass 2K02 4M02 5M17
8 GUPTAS CULLEN 6Blm S M Mosquy 2 R D Layley 3H20 6H20 5L22
9 JOE NEN 5Bh J D Justice 3 J D Justice 4M02 5S21 8M22

BETTING: 2-1 CEE CEE IN AMERICA, CARLAS MACH, 4-1 YOUNG ROOSTER; 7-1 HEREHECOMES; 10-1 WAITING LA, THE DEFANT; JOE NEN; 12-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.
SELECTION: 3 CEE CEE IN AMERICA 6 CARLAS MACH 7 YOUNG ROOSTER 5 HEREHECOMES.
PREVIEW COMMENT: 3 CEE CEE IN AMERICA 6 CARLAS MACH 7 YOUNG ROOSTER 5 YOUNG ROOSTER; 5 HEREHECOMES;

Leg 3 Jackpot Quickmix 1 Albury

11:40 SNAFFLES SADDLERY PACE (C-CLASS)

Sand Stake: R59 030 2170m

1 STREAMLINER 8Bh B K Smith 1 M A Harrington 4L17 6W17 6A17
2 RISE ABOVE THIS (INZL) 5Bm R B Woodhouse 2 P W Mceer 7P21 6P17 6W17
3 MOST DELIGHTFUL 7Bbom G T Mosman 3 J P Mpophesion 6A21 6A21 3A21
4 FANTASY BEACH 6Blm J C Gedhil* 4 J C Gedhil 8E21 4S21 3K16
5 WAG HOT HEART 6Bh M G Gowan 5 N H Watson 8N20 8W17 7A21
6 DIDN’T I 4Blh P Parsons 6 A L Turnbull 5A17 6W22 6W22

SECOND ROW

7 WILDESTREAMS (INZL) 5Bm E J Barley 1 B T Jones 1L21 9C17 4W17
8 REDBACK HARRY 9Blh S J Hedlund 2 B A Harpley 3A21 4A21 6W17
9 COOLHAND EASTON (INZL) 8Blh D A Kennedy* 3 J G Painting 5L21 3A21 4C16

BETTING: 10-5 RISE ABOVE THIS; 2-1 WILDESTREAMS, COOLHAND EASTON; 12-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.
SELECTION: 9 COOLHAND EASTON 2 RISE ABOVE THIS 7 WILDESTREAMS 1 STREAMLINER.
PREVIEW COMMENT: 9 COOLHAND EASTON: 2 RISE ABOVE THIS: 7 WILDESTREAMS: 1 STREAMLINER.

Leg 4 Jackpot Quickmix 1 Gloucester Park

11:50 WESTRAL BLOINDS & AWNINGS APG 2YO COLTS & GELDINGS GOLD BULLION HEAT 1 (SKY1) C-CLASS (MV) Sand Stake: R73 800 1730m

1 FOLLOW THE MUSIC 2Bc R A Oliveri 1 C D Visk 3P16 4G17 3P16
2 RILLUM 2Bc D B Miller 2 D B Miller 3G17 5G17 5G17
3 DUNAMS 2Bc G O Schofield 3 M C Miller 1G17 3G17 3G17
4 METEROID 2Bc P K Tbrook 4 S J Suvita 3G17 1P16 1N18
5 TOMOLUS JAMBO 2Bc J K Princzik 5 G E Hal Jnr 4G17 2G17 3P16
6 WHATARETHEEDDS 2Brhc R P Bell 6 R P Bell 1P16 1G17 4G17

BETTING: 13-8 FOLLOW THE MUSIC; 9-4 WHATARETHEEDDS; 7-2 TOMOLUS JAMBO; 7-1 METEROID; 12-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.
SELECTION: 1 FOLLOW THE MUSIC 6 WHATARETHEEDDS 5 TOMOLUS JAMBO 4 METEROID.

PREVIEW COMMENT: 1 FOLLOW THE MUSIC: 6 WHATARETHEEDDS: 5 TOMOLUS JAMBO: 4 METEROID.

HOW TO READ FEEDS: Runner info shown as follows: Number; Horse; Age; colour; sex; Trainer; Draw (position in starting gate); Jockey; Weight to be carried included rider & equipment; Last 3 runs with most recent on right. After horse name: = Blinkers; = Pacifiers; = Binklers/Pacifiers; = Cheek Pieces; = Eye Shield; = Visor; = Hood; = Ear Muffs; = Apprentice. Last three runs are shown in order of finishing position; racecourse; distance; lengths beaten. Thus 5S19 is third at Vaal over 1000m. If underscored 1T12, the race followed a rest of 60 days or more.

DISCLAIMER: Whilst reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure the accuracy and quality of the contents of this publication, neither Phumelela Gaming & Leisure Limited (and any subsidiary or associated companies collectively referred to as the “Group”), nor their agents warrant that this publication is error free. Neither do any of the parties accept liability for any damages, damages that may arise in the future or inconvenience that may arise as a result of the use of this publication or any reliance placed on the contents of this publication either directly, indirectly or otherwise. The Group and their agents reserve the right to subsequently correct and republish any inaccurate information previously published. The onus is on the customer to verify that the published information is the most updated and correct information COPYRIGHT: Phumelela Gold Enterprises. COMMINGLED POOLS INTERNATIONAL RACE MEETINGS: Please note that if data communications with host operator are interrupted following applies: * Combination of local and commingled pools on a race - host operator payouts and rules will apply for the current race. Therewith all commingled pools will be switched to local pools. * Only commingled pools on a race - pools refunded. Please also note with commingled pools that bets taken during extended betting hours cannot be cancelled. Bets can only be cancelled during following timeframes: MON-SAT: 9am to 7pm; SUNDAY: 9:30am to 7pm (from 8am if racing in Singapore or Hong Kong).

Please note that if data communications with host operator are interrupted following applies: ** Combination of local and commingled pools on a race - host operator payouts and rules will apply for the current race. Therewith all commingled pools will be switched to local pools. * Only commingled pools on a race - pools refunded. Please also note with commingled pools that bets taken during extended betting hours cannot be cancelled. Bets can only be cancelled during following timeframes: MON-SAT: 9am to 7pm; SUNDAY: 9:30am to 7pm (from 8am if racing in Singapore or Hong Kong).

Please note that if data communications with host operator are interrupted following applies: *** Combination of local and commingled pools on a race - host operator payouts and rules will apply for the current race. Therewith all commingled pools will be switched to local pools. * Only commingled pools on a race - pools refunded. Please also note with commingled pools that bets taken during extended betting hours cannot be cancelled. Bets can only be cancelled during following timeframes: MON-SAT: 9am to 7pm; SUNDAY: 9:30am to 7pm (from 8am if racing in Singapore or Hong Kong).

Please note that if data communications with host operator are interrupted following applies: **** Combination of local and commingled pools on a race - host operator payouts and rules will apply for the current race. Therewith all commingled pools will be switched to local pools. * Only commingled pools on a race - pools refunded. Please also note with commingled pools that bets taken during extended betting hours cannot be cancelled. Bets can only be cancelled during following timeframes: MON-SAT: 9am to 7pm; SUNDAY: 9:30am to 7pm (from 8am if racing in Singapore or Hong Kong).
Phumelela TAB mark venue oval 7 and race 5

*** JACKPOT QUICKMIX 2 - 6 APRIL 2021

**Leg 1 Jackpot Quickmix 2 Gloucester Park**

**12:20 OFF THE TRACK - MORE THAN JUST A RACE-HORSE APO 2YO COLTS & GELDINGS GOLD BULLION HEAT (SKY1)**

1. **SEVEN NO TRUMPS** 28b. 2. **THE WILDCARD** 28c. 3. **MISTER PICCULO** 28c. 4. **PATH OF GOLD** 28c. 5. **ROCK ON TOP** 28b. 6. **SPEEDWAGON** 28b. 7. **MACHS BETTOR** 28b.

**SELECTION:**

1. **LOVE AT FIRST BITE** 7. **BAKER CREEK** 5. **KNIGHT KISS** 6. **GLAMORS SYMBOL**

**BETTING:** 7-10 **SEVEN NO TRUMPS**, 7-2 **MISTER PICCULO**, 10-1 **THE WILDCARD**.

**PREVIEW COMMENT:**

1. **SEVEN NO TRUMPS**: M. Potter 2. **MISTER PICCULO**: J. Gavagno 3. **KNIGHT KISS**: P. S. Anderton 4. **GLAMORS SYMBOL**: M. G. Brennan

**Leg 2 Jackpot Quickmix 2 Mildura**

**12:30 TENDERPRINT AUSTRALIA CUP (2ND HEAT)**

1. **SMOOTH DEAL** (NZL) 48c. 2. **KRAFTY BART** 48c. 3. **DOITSON** (NZL) 68h. 4. **SMYNNICKY IKE** 58m. 5. **SEA HAWKE** 58h. 6. **MAJOR EXCLUSIVE** 58h.

**SELECTION:**

1. **LOVE AT FIRST BITE** 7. **BRED TO WIN** 5. **SMOOTH DEAL** 6. **KRAFTY BART**

**BETTING:**

1-10 **SMOOTH DEAL**, 2-1 **KRAFTY BART**, 4-1 **DOITSON**, 10-1 **SEA HAWKE**, **BUDDING CAESAR**.

**PREVIEW COMMENT:**

1. **SMOOTH DEAL** 2. **KRAFTY BART** 3. **DOITSON** 7. **BUDDING CAESAR**

**Leg 3 Jackpot Quickmix 2 Albury**

**12:40 SKY RACING ACTIVE PLACE (C-CLASS)**


**BETTING:**

4-1 **LOVE AT FIRST BITE**, 7-2 **BAKER CREEK**, 15-2 **KNIGHT KISS**, **GLAMORS SYMBOL**.

**Leg 4 Jackpot Quickmix 2 Vaal Classic**

**12:55 WELCOME TO THE VAAL WORK RIDERS MAIDEN-EN-PLACE (For all Maidens)**

1. **CHARIOT MASTER** 38g. 2. **TRYING TIMES** 38g. 3. **FONT COMMANDER** 38g. 4. **GRACE FROM ABOVE** 48g. 5. **POMELO** 38g. 6. **PIN IT** 38f. 7. **SUDDEN BREAK** 48h. 8. **BURMESE TIAIRA** 38f.

**BETTING:** 15-10 **CHARIOT MASTER**. 10-1 **POMELO**, **PIN IT**, 12-1 AND UPWARDS OTHERS.

**PREVIEW COMMENT:**

**CHARIOT MASTER** races as a gelding now and any improvement should see him escape the maiden. The battle for minor money could be bought out by all the remaining seven runners which include stable companion PIN IT and the four runners from Paul Peter’s yard.

**HOW TO READ FILES:** Runner info shown as follows: Number; Horse; Age; colour; sex; Trainer; Draw (position in starting gate); Jockey; Weight to be carried included rider & equipment. Last 3 runs with most recent on right. After horse name: *=Blinkers; !=Pacifiers; ()=Blinkers/Pacifiers; =Cheek Pieces; =Eye Shield; =Visor; =Hood; =Ear Muffs; =apprentice. Last three runs are shown in order of finishing position; racecourse; distance; lengths beaten. Thus 3V12 is third at Vaal over 1200m. If underscored 1717, the race followed a rest of 60 days or more.

**DISCLAIMER:** Whilst reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure the accuracy and quality of the contents of this publication, neither Phumelela Gaming & Leisure Limited (and any subsidiary or associated companies collectively referred to as the “Group”), nor their agents warrant that this publication is error free. Neither do any of the parties accept liability for any damages, damages that may arise in the future or inconvenience that may arise as a result of the use of this publication or any reliance placed on the contents of this publication either directly, indirectly or otherwise. The Group and their agents reserve the right to subsequently correct and republish any inaccurate information previously published. The onus is on the customer to verify that the published information is the most updated and correct information.

**COPYRIGHT:** Phumelela Gold Enterprises. **COMINGGLOWS INTERNATIONAL RACE MEETINGS:** Please note that if data communications with host operator are interrupted following applies: “Combination of local and comminglows pools on a race - host operator payouts and rules will apply for the current race. Thereafter all comminglows pools will be switched to local pools. * Only comminglows pool on a race - pools refunded. Please also note with comminglows pools that bets taken during extended betting hours cannot be cancelled. Bets can only be cancelled during following timeframes: MON-SAT: 9am to 10pm; SUNDAYS: 9.30am to 7pm (from 8am if racing in Singapore or Hong Kong) **

**PLEASE NOTE:** Jackpot QuickMix pool closes at the start of earliest leg to run. Normal TAB Jackpot rules apply - R1 unit; R6 minimum bet. Couplings and First-timer rules do not apply.

**END MEETING**